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SAFETY WEAR

Rhino 100 Series Safety
Gloves Size Medium

GLV-100M

White nylon shell with a
gray nitrile coated palm for

excellent grip and
dexterity. Cut resistant,

lightweight, and
breathable.

Rhino 100 Series Safety
Gloves Size Large

GLV-100L

White nylon shell with a
gray nitrile coated palm for

excellent grip and
dexterity. Cut resistant,

lightweight, and
breathable.

Rhino 100 Series Safety
Gloves Size Extra Large

GLV-100XL

White nylon shell with a
gray nitrile coated palm for

excellent grip and
dexterity. Cut resistant,

lightweight, and
breathable.

Rhino 300 Series Safety
Gloves Size Medium

GLV-300M

Gray HPPE shell with black
polyurethane coated

palm for better grip, meant
to be lightweight and

breathable.

Rhino 300 Series Safety
Gloves Size Large

GLV-300L

Gray HPPE shell with black
polyurethane coated

palm for better grip, meant
to be lightweight and

breathable.
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Rhino 300 Series Safety
Gloves Size Extra Large

GLV-300XL

Gray HPPE shell with black
polyurethane coated

palm for better grip, meant
to be lightweight and

breathable.

Rhino 500 Series Safety
Gloves

Size Medium
GLV-500M

These A2 13-gauge HPPE
nylon cut-resistant gloves

feature a gray sandy nitrile
coated palm and fingers

for excellent grip and
protection. ANSI Cut Score

A2 gloves protect your
hands from light cut

hazards.
Rhino 500 Series Safety

Gloves
Size Large
GLV-500L

These A2 13-gauge HPPE
nylon cut-resistant gloves

feature a gray sandy nitrile
coated palm and fingers

for excellent grip and
protection. ANSI Cut Score

A2 gloves protect your
hands from light cut

hazards.
Rhino 500 Series Safety

Gloves
Size Extra Large

GLV-500XL

These A2 13-gauge HPPE
nylon cut-resistant gloves

feature a gray sandy nitrile
coated palm and fingers

for excellent grip and
protection. ANSI Cut Score

A2 gloves protect your
hands from light cut

hazards.
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Rhino Safety Frameless
Glasses
Clear

SG-100C

Frameless Safety Glasses
provide unobstructed
vision with improved

peripheral vision coverage.
The simple, lightweight

design provides excellent
impact resistance.

Rhino Safety Frameless
Glasses

Gray
SG-100G

Frameless Safety Glasses
provide unobstructed
vision with improved

peripheral vision coverage.
The simple, lightweight

design provides excellent
impact resistance.

Rhino Safety Half-Frame
Glasses

SG-101C

Half-frame Safety Glasses
are comfortable and

stable with a lightweight
nylon frame and separate

nose pads. The classic
design provides excellent

eye protection.
Rhino Safety Half-Frame

Glasses
SG-101G

Half-frame Safety Glasses
are comfortable and

stable with a lightweight
nylon frame and separate

nose pads. The classic
design provides excellent

eye protection.
Rhino Safety Wrap-Around

Glasses
SG-103C

Wrap around safety
glasses with clear

polycarbonate impact
resistant lens; a bi-injected
polycarbonate and rubber
temple; and a hytrel frame

with EVA foam for
maximum comfort.
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Rhino Safety Full Brim
Helmet
Yellow

SH-200Y

The Full Brim Safety Helmet
features a polypropylene

shell with a 4-point,
fully-adjustable ratcheting

harness and washable
brow pad. All day comfort

with superior protection
from impacts and

penetration. Fits hat sizes
6.5 to 7.75 (20-24in
circumference).

Rhino Safety Full Brim
Helmet
White

SH-200W

The Full Brim Safety Helmet
features a polypropylene

shell with a 4-point,
fully-adjustable ratcheting

harness and washable
brow pad. All day comfort

with superior protection
from impacts and

penetration. Fits hat sizes
6.5 to 7.75 (20-24in
circumference).

Rhino Safety Cap Brim
Helmet
Yellow

SH-330Y

The Cap Brim Safety
Helmet features a HDPE

shell with a 6-point,
fully-adjustable ratcheting

harness and washable
brow pad. All day comfort

in a smaller profile, "hat"
style design. The HPDE shell

provides superior
protection from impacts
and penetration. Fits hat
sizes 6.5 to 7.75 (20-24in

circumference).
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Rhino Safety Hi-vis Safety
Vest

SV-600-UCX

Safety Vest features 100%
polyester mesh
construction for comfort
with a 5-point breakaway
design for safety. Bold
reflective stripes are easy
to see, and the X-back
design helps identify
direction of travel. One size
fits most with multiple
velcro closures for easy
adjustment.

Klein Cooling Do Rag Blue
2 Pack

KLE60180

Cooling do rag helps you
stay cool and

comfortable. Performance
fabric wicks away sweat.
Wear under hats, helmets

or alone. One size fits most.
Machine washable.

Klein High-Vis Cooling Do
Rag Yellow - 2 Pack

KLE60546

Cooling do rag helps you
stay cool and

comfortable. Performance
fabric wicks away sweat.
Wear under hats, helmets

or alone. One size fits most.
Machine washable.
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Klein Cooling Towel Blue
KLE60090

The Klein cooling towel
helps you cool down

during and after hard work
or strenuous activities. The

PVA material has
extraordinary absorbent
properties that allow it to
retain moisture and stay
cooler than ambient air

around it.

Klein Cooling Towel Gray
KLE60093

The Klein cooling towel
helps you cool down

during and after hard work
or strenuous activities. The

PVA material has
extraordinary absorbent
properties that allow it to
retain moisture and stay
cooler than ambient air

around it.
Klein Neck and Face
Cooling Band - Blue

KLE60439

Klein Tool's Neck and Face
Cooling Band can be worn
wet or dry and has UPF 50+

protection. Cooling is
immediate after getting

wet and will last for hours.
This cooling band is made

with super evaporative
performance knit fabric.

Anti-odor treatment
provides long lasting

freshness. Wear under a
hard hat or alone.
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Klein Cooling Helmet Liner
KLE60181

Cooling helmet liner cools
up to 2 hr when wet. Once

activated cools up to 30
deg below body

temperature. Mesh fabric
at the crown increases

airflow. One size fits most.
Machine washable.

Klein Cooling Bandana -
Black

KLE60123

The Klein Cooling Bandana
helps you cool down

during and after hard work
or strenuous activities. The

PVA material has
extraordinary absorbent
properties that allow it to
retain moisture and stay
cooler than ambient air
around it. Machine or

hand wash; air dry.
Klein Bluetooth Jobsite

Earbuds
AESEB1

Earbuds provide passive
hearing protection while

simultaneously delivering a
balanced high-quality

audio experience. These
true wireless earbuds

feature memory foam tips
while the silicone tips offer
comfort and secure fit for

casual use. All-day battery
life with 5+ hours of

playtime from a single
charge and an extra 10+
hours with the compact

charging case.
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Uline Industrial Back
Support Belt with

Suspender
Size Large/Extra Large
HDWBACKBRACELXL

Flexible, ventilated elastic
belt. Removable,

adjustable shoulder straps.
Inner supports prevent the

belt from curling over.
Durable and machine

washable.

Uline Industrial Back
Support Belt with

Suspender
Size XXLarge

HDWBACKBRACELXL

Flexible, ventilated elastic
belt. Removable,

adjustable shoulder straps.
Inner supports prevent the

belt from curling over.
Durable and machine

washable.

3M Light Vision 2 Protective
Eyewear, Clear Anti-Fog

Lens
3M 11476-00000-10

Eyewear provides industrial
safety eye protection while

allowing the wearer to
work hands-free thanks to
LED lights on the temples.
The bright LED lights swivel

to allow the beam to
direct to wherever it is most

needed.
3M Sport.X Series

Protective Eyewear
3M 12135-00000-20

Sporty, unisex SX protective
eyewear is both stylish and

durable, featuring
adjustable temples, a wide
seamless lens and anti-fog

coating for indoor or
outdoor use. Built with

Sport Grip temples and
three ratchet angle

adjustments, it delivers
comfort and safety.
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Greenlee Safety Glasses
Pro View Mirror Lens

01762-04M

Designed to meet ANSI
specifications, the durable
and stylish Greenlee safety

glasses are to keep you
busy at work while staying

safe.
Ideal Multi Purpose

Cleaning Wipes (82 wipes)
38-500

These wipes are ideal for
quickly and effectively

cleaning your hands, tools,
and many other items. The

tub comes with 82
pre-moistened wipes that
are infused with Vitamin E

and natural hand
moisturizers. The orange
citrus scent smells great
and is residue-free & lint

free, leaving your tools and
work surfaces clean after

use.
Eaton Four-Inch Touchless

Tool
DOOROPENER

Designed with safety and
sustainability at the

forefront,
the Touchless tool helps

protect all essential
workers

by reducing the risk of
exposure to potentially

harmful
surface-dwelling viruses
and other substances.

Generic Brand Hand
Sanitizer

Disinfectant for killing
germs on hands,

machines, and other
equipment to prevent

spreading germs, sickness,
etc.
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Generic Brand Face Mask Covers the wearer's nose
and mouth. Face masks

are for use as source
control by the general
public and health care

personnel (HCP) in
accordance with CDC

recommendations.
Louvers Intl. Face Shield Face Shield aims to protect

the wearer's entire face (or
part of it) from hazards

such as flying objects, road
and construction debris, or

any other potentially
dangerous event in the

workplace.
118-Piece First Aid Kit Variety of first aid items,

included a case with
organized spots for

everything. Designed to be
in an industrial or

construction workplace.

APPLIANCES/DEVICES
Healthe SPACE – UV

Sanitizing and Illumination
455-0500-0037

The Healthe SPACE is a
passive and continuous

method to sanitize surfaces
in occupied spaces.

Equipped with a Far-UVC
source, the Space delivers

222 nanometer light to
inactivate microbes; the

reduction achieved is
dependent on the type of

contaminant, distance
from the source and
duration of exposure.
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Honeywell Wifi Water Leak
and Freeze Detector

RCHW3610

The Water Leak & Freeze
Detector keeps you

connected and aware of
potentially costly water
activity in your home.
Whether you're in the

kitchen or on vacation you
can receive notifications
when a pipe freezes or a

leak is detected.
CLS Series Emergency Sign

CLSSE3
The CLS series offers bright

and even LED "EXIT" or
"STAIRS" glass panel

illumination with red letters,
white LED's and a 20
gauge, durable steel

housing. Features include
AC or emergency

operation in single or
double face. 120/277VAC

input.
EVE Series Emergency Sign

EVEURW
The EVE series is a

compact architectural LED
exit sign designed for fast
installation and reliable

service. The EVE Series has
a flame-rated, UV stable

thermoplastic housing with
a lightly textured white

finish. Includes a constant
current charger.
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Chicago Approved LED
Emergency Light

CCU2

Light is approved for
commercial applications in
the City of Chicago. Made

of 20 gauge steel with
white finish, long-life LED

lamps provide bright and
even illumination. Dual

120/277VAC input,
included Sealed Lead Acid
battery, and knockouts for
wall mounting, top & side

mounting lamp heads.
AC-on and test switch.

Leviton SmartLockPro
GFCI/AFCI Receptacle

GFTR1-102-00W

Helps reduce likelihood of
electrical fire by detecting
hazardous arc-faults and
responds by interrupting

power. AFCIs are required
now by the National

Electrical Code in many
areas of the home.

Leviton Tamper Resistant
Receptacles

Offering a wide array of
tamper resistant

receptacles to suit any
occasion. These devices

have proven to be
effective in preventing

electric injuries.
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Leviton Outdoor
Occupancy Sensors

Passive Infrared (PIR)
outdoor motion sensors

provide outstanding value
in security lighting,

convenience, safety and
energy savings for a wide
range of commercial and

residential applications.
Easy to install and adjust,

they automatically turn on
lights in response to the

slightest motion.

Leviton Decora Illuminated
Switch

This switch is a
designer-style device with

a locator light that
illuminates while in the off
position to help you stay
safe & find the switch in

dark rooms.

Leviton Surge Protective
Devices

Leviton's Surge Protection
Devices can be used

individually or as part of a
coordinated application

strategy, to protect
sensitive electronic

equipment, in industrial,
commercial and

residential locations, from
the stress and degradation

inflicted by voltage
transients. Leviton Surge
Protection Devices are

listed to UL 1449 Standards.
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Leviton LED Guide Lights Guide lights are ideal in
bathrooms, stairways, and
hallways. The automatic

sensor detects light
patterns to automatically

turn it on or off, its LED lights
use LESS THAN 1 watt,

making it a smart green
choice.

Leviton Raintight
While-In-Use Covers

These covers are ruggedly
constructed to seal out

moisture, dust, debris, and
insects, while providing

easy access to the
receptacles for use.
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